belongs also to the absolutely convex hull of {e(A) : A Gj^} .
q.e.d.
No^ 7. -If A E ^ let S8 = {A H B : B EJ^} . Then 9 is a a-algebra and we can suppose that £^(A,^) coincides with £^(A,J^). Given an absolutely convex set T of C^(A ,^) which is not a neighbourhood of the origin and given any positive real number X we can apply Proposition 1 or Proposition 2 to C^(A ,s^) = £^(A ,3S) to obtain a member A^ of ^ contained in A so that X^(Ai)^T.
Given a closed absolutely convex set U of C^(X ,j^) we say that the member A E ^ has property U if there is a finite set Q in £^(X ,ja0 such that if V is the absolutely convex hull of U U Q then V H C^(A ,jz/) is a neighbourhood of the origin in C^(A ,J^). Obviously, if A has property U, B C A, B E j< then B also has property U. PROPOSITION 3. -If AE ^ does not possess property U and if AI , A^ , . . . , \ are elements of s4 -which are a partition of A there is an integer q , 1 < q < n, 5KC/z that A rfo^ ^zo^ /zai^ property U.
Proof. -We suppose that A, p==l,2,...,/i, have property U. There is a finite set Qp in £^(X,.0 such that if Up is the absolutely convex hull of U U Qp then Vp = Up U j^(Ap ,jaQ is a neighourhood of the origin in £^(Ap ,^). Let V be the absolutely convex hull of U U ( U Q ) . Since A does not have property 
-+-a
If V° denotes the polar set of V in (£^(X ,^))' we can find an element u i G V° such that (The same result is obtained if P^ does not have property U and we set A^ = P^).
We apply the same method substituting P^ for A to obtain a division of P^ into two subsets A^ and P^ belonging to sl and an element u^ E (£^(X ,jz/))' so that \(u^,e(A^))\ >a , |<^2,x)|<l , Vx GU, |<^^/>1<1 7=1 so that ?22 does not have property U.
Following the same way we obtain a partition A i, P( ^ °f P(p-2)2 an^ an element Up_ i G (C^(X ,j^))' such that |<^_i,^(Ap_i)>| >a , K^_i,6?(P(p_i)2)>l >a, |<^_i,^)|<l , V^ceU , ^ |<^_i,jc,>|<l .
7=1
Setting ^ i == Up, P(n-i)2 = Ap the conclusion follows. q.e.d. Now we consider a sequence (U^) of closed absolutely convex subsets of C^(X ,j^) such that the member A G jz/ does not have property U^ for n = n^,n^, . . . ,n and for an infinity of values of n. 
do not have property U^ for an infinity of values of n. We suppose that RI does not have property U^ for an infinity of values of n.
As we did before we find an element R^, 1 < k < p + 2 , such that Proof. -Suppose first that the codimension of L in £^(X ,j^) is finite. Let [z^ ,z^,. . . ,Zp} be a cobasis of L in fi^(X,^). Let M be the absolutely convex hull of {z^,z^,. . . ,z } . Then W = V + M is a barrel in £^(X ,^) such that (V + M) n L = V and thus W is not a neighbourhood of the origin in £^(X ,^). Let B be any finite subset of £^(X,^) and let Z be the absolutely convex hull of V U B. We find a positive integer n such that BC^zW. Then ZCV+^WCOz+l)W and therefore Z is not a neighbourhood of the origin in £^(X,j^), i.e. X does not have property V. If L has infinite codimension in £^(X,^) and B is any finite subset of £^(X,^) let Z be the absolutely convex hull of V U B. Then Z is not absorbing in £^(X , sl) and therefore X does not have property V. q.e.d.
THEOREM 1. -Let (E^) be an increasing sequence ofsubspaces of £^(X ,sl) covering £^(X ,^). Then there is a positive integer p such that E is a barrelled dense subspace of £^(X ,j^).
Proof. -Suppose first that E^ is not barrelled, n = 1, 2,. . . Then, for every positive integer n we can find a barrel W^ in Eŵ hich is not a neighbourhood of the origin in E^. Let U^ be the closure of W^ in £^(X ,j^). According to the preceding proposition, X does not have property U^ for every n positive integer. We apply Proposition 6 to obtain the pairwise disjoints subsets {A,. : ij = 1, 2,. . .} of X belonging to s^ , the strictly increasing sequence of positive integers (n^) and the set {u^ : i,j = 1, 2, . . .} in (^(X,^)/ with conditions (4).
We order the pairs of all the positive integers in the following way: given two of those pairs (p\,Pz) and (^1,^2) we se( Pi,?2) < (^1,^2) it either pi +p^<qi + q^ or Pi + ^2 = ^i + Qi and pi < q^. Setting G = U {A,y : ;,/ = 1, 2, . . .} we find a positive integer m such that ||^i(G)|| < m. We make a partition of the set of pairs of positive integers {(;,/) : ; + / > 2} in m partŝ 01) ,^1 1) , . . . ,^l l) , so that, in each one, given any positive integer i there are infinitely many elements whose first component is ;. According to (1) ^^^{A^a.^E^^aiKii^i^G)!! h=l and thus there is an integer k, 1 < k < m , such that ||^ll(U{A,,:a,7)^(fc ll) })ll<l.
Setting ^w =^( ll) and using recurrence suppose ^ (11) , . . . .^ĥ ave already been constructed. If (r,s) is the pair following (w, t) we take in ^( wo an element of the form (r, r^) with /, > s + 2. We find a positive integer <7 such that || Uyy (G) || < q. We make a partition of the set {(i, 7) G^ w : i -h 7 > r + r^} in (7 partŝ ly) ,^^' ly) , . . . ^^ so that, in every one, given any positive integer i, there are infinitely many elements whose first component is f. We have that f || i^(U {A,, : (i, 7) e^>}) || < || u^(G) || /»= i and therefore there is a positive integer C, 1 < S. < ^ , such that II ^/ u {A,, : (i, 7) ^^)}) II < 1 .
We set^j^ ^^^ and we continue the construction in the same way. We set A^ = A^ for r = s = 1 and H for U{A^ : ^,m = 1,2,...}.
Since (E^) is an increasing sequence and covers £^(X ,^) there is a positive integer r such that U^ absorbs ^(H) and therefore there is a positive number X such that Xe(H) C U^ .
On the other hand, On the other hand, since X e(H) G U^ , we apply (4) to obtain |<^,, , X^(H)>| <1 i f which contradicts (6) and therefore there is a positive integer mŝ uch that E^ is a barrelled space.
Next we suppose that E^ is not dense in £^(X,j^) for n == 1, 2, . . . Let E^ be the closure of £" in £^(X ,<^). Let Vb e a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood of the origin in E^. Obviously, E^ is of infinite codimension in £^(X,j^), hence X does not have property V^, ^=1,2,... Following the preceding argument we arrive at contradiction and therefore there is a positive integer HQ so that E^ is dense in £^(X,^).
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The sequence (E^ +y) is increasing and U E^ +^=C^(X,j^) and therefore there is a positive integer r^ so that Ey, +^ is barrelled. If p = HQ + ro , E is barrelled and dense in £^(X ,^).
Note 2. -If we take natural number N for X in Theorem 1, the set of the parts 9 (N) of N for gl and E^ = £^(X ,^) we obtain the well known result which asserts the barrelledness of J^(N,^(N)) [3, p. 145].
Applications to the space of the bounded finite additive measures on a a-algebra.
We denote by H(^) the linear space over K of the K-valued finitely additive bounded measures on ^ such that if jnGH(^) its norm is the variation |ju| of jn. A set M of H(^) is simply bounded in a subset SS of s^ if, for every A G 9, sup{|/x(A)| : JLIGM} <oo.
Let T be the linear mapping of H(^) into (fi^(X,^))' such that, if fJi€H(^), then

<T(jLi)^(A))=jLi(A), VAEJ^.
It is obvious that T is a topological isomorphism between the Banach spaces H(^) and (fi^X,^)/. THEOREM 2. -Let (^) be an increasing sequence of subsets of covering sl. Then, there is a positive integer p such that, if M is a subset of H(s^) simply bounded in sl then M is bounded in H(^).
Proof. -Let E^ be the subspace of C^(X,^) generated by {^(A):AG^}. The sequence (E^) is increasing and covers £^(X , s^). According to Theorem 1 there is a positive integer p such that Ep is a dense barrelled subspace of £^(X , sf). If M is simply bounded in ^ then its image by T, T(M) is a bounded subset of (J^(X,^)na((^(X,^)/,Ep)]
and, since E is barrelled, T(M) is bounded in (C^(X,j^))' and therefore M is a bounded subset of H(^). q.e.d.
THEOREM 3. -If (^) is an increasing sequence of subsets of sd covering ^ there is a positive integer p such that, if (jn^) is a sequence in H(s^) so that (jn^(A)) is a Cauchy sequence for every AGj^ then (^) is weakly convergent in H(^).
Proof. -Let p be the positive integer determined by the preceding theorem. Then (T(jL^)) is a Cauchy sequence in
Since E is barrelled, then (T(jn^)) converges to an element v in (J^(X ,^))' [a((£^(X ,^))\ £^(X ,^))]
and thus (JL^(A)) converges to r T~l(v)(A), for every AG^, and therefore (^) converges weakly in H(^) to T'^iQ, [2] .
Applications to certain locally convex spaces.
The linear spaces we shall use are defined over the field K of the real or complex numbers. Given the dual pair <E, F), o(E, F) denotes the topology on E of the uniform convergence on every finite subset of F. The word "space" will mean "separated locally convex topological linear spaces". Given a space E, its topological dual is E' and its algebraic dual is E*. A finite additive measure p. with values in E on a a-algebra ^ is bounded if the set {jLi(A):AG^} is bounded in E. The finite additive measure jn is exhaustive if given any sequence (A^) ofpairwise disjoints elements of sd the sequence (jLi(A^)) converges to the origin in E. If fi is a countably additive measure then jn is bounded.
A sequence (x^) in a space E is subseries convergent if for 00 every subset J of the natural numbers N the series ^ x« ej converges. A sequence is bounded multiplier convergent if for every bounded sequence (a^) in K the series V a n x n converges. Given rt^\ a subseries convergent sequence it is possible to associate with it an E-valued measure jn on the a-algebra ^(N) so that Proof. -It is enough to consider the measure associated with (x^) and to apply the preceding theorem.
q.e.d. Given the bounded sequence (a^) in K we set v = (a^), i;p= (6,) Proof. -Since every By -complete space is a F^-space [5] it results that F^ [^ ] is a F^-space and applying c) it is easy to obtain that F^ is a F^-space. We apply now Theorem 5.
q.e.d. Proof. -As we showed in Theorem 4, it is possible to find a positive integer q such that ju : si -> F^ is a countably additive measure. Let (A^) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of s4 . -Let E be a space containing a subspace F topologically isomorphic to £ 00 . Let u be an injective mapping of fi°° into E such that u is a topological isomorphism of £°° onto F. Let v : E' --> (£°°y be its transposed mapping. We can find a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood of the origin U in E such that^( U) is contained in the closed unit ball of C 00 . We consider £ 1 as subspace of (£°°)' in the natural way. We represent bt (e^) the element of C 1 having zero components but the n-th which is 1 . If (^(U)) 0 is the polar of u-^U) in (F)' then ^e^-^U)) 0 , =1,2,.... If U° is the polar set of U in E' then i;(U°) = (u -1 (U))° . Taking z^ E U° such that v(z^) = ^ , n = 1,2, . . . , we define P : E -> F in the following way: given x E E the sequence (<z^ ,;c>) is in £°° and we write P(;c) = u («z^, x >)). Since U° is an equicontinuous set in E' the mapping P is continuous. On the other hand, if ^-EF there is a sequence (^) = t in K such that rEjT and u(t) = x. Then (z^x)=(z^,u(t))=(v(z^,t)=(e^,t)= â nd thus P(x) = x. Thus P is a continuous projection of E onto F and thus F has a topological complement in E. As a consequence £°° can not be contained in any separable space G. The former property is going to be used to show that "B^-complete space" can not be substitued by 'T^-space" in Corollary 1.7. Indeed, if Z is the subspace of (C 00 )' orthogonal to CQ we take an element w in Z, w^O. Then (w ,e({n})) == 0, ^2 =1,2,... Let H be the linear hull of £ 1 U {w} . Since L = r[a(r, £ 1 )] is separable, Q = fi^taCfi 00 , H)] is also separable [6] . Since Q has a topology coarser than the topology of £ 00 , Q is a F^-space not containing C°°. Since C^ is dense in S°° there is a subset A in N such that <vv, e(A)) ^= 0 which means that (e({n})) is a subseries convergent sequence in L which is not subseries convergent in Q. If we substitued in Theorem 7 "B^-complete space" by "sequentially complete F^-space" it can be shown to be valid.
